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SPRING 2021 
At Last.  Spring has arrived, the lifting of restrictions is on the horizon and The Barnes 
Bookshop will be throwing its doors wide open again on 12th April.  We could not be more 
thrilled.  It is not much fun being a closed bookshop.  Yes, we have been keeping the show on 
the road (sort of) with click and collect, but we have really missed our customers and we hope 
that many have missed us. 

 

 
 

So do, please, come and visit the new shop (we moved down the road to No 98 last year) and 
see our wonderful selection of new books. Along with toys, wrapping paper and ribbon, we also 
have an excellent choice of cards for almost every occasion making us an ideal one-stop shop 
for a planned or last-minute present. 
When all’s said and done, as David Hockney’s new book proclaims,  
“Spring Cannot be Cancelled” 
 



  

SPRING 2021 

LIVES & LETTERS 

 
SIMON HEFFER ED.    Henry ‘Chips’ Channon: The Diaries Volume I   (1024pp) £35 
First volume of the deliciously salacious diaries of the MP, socialite & bon viveur: 1918-38 
SIMON FENWICK    The Crichel Boys   (368pp) £25 
Literary salon which thrived at Long Crichel attracting Forster, Beaton, Britten et al  
ALEXANDER WOLFF    Endpapers   (400pp) £20 
Quest to learn of his father’s past as publisher of Kafka, Zola & Chekhov in Nazi Germany 
MARINA WARNER    Inventory of a Life Mislaid   (432pp) £16.99 
Brought up in Cairo, child of the post-war era, the writer brings her parents vividly to life   
FIONA SAMPSON    Two Way Mirror   (336pp) £20 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning who defied family & society to achieve literary recognition  
JOHN PRESTON    The Fall: The Mystery of Robert Maxwell   (352pp) £18.99 
From war hero, entrepreneur & Labour MP to reviled embodiment of corruption & greed 
RICHARD FORTEY    A Curious Boy   (352pp) £20 
The paleontologist & natural historian on his formative years, leading to his life in science 
SUZANNE HEYWOOD   What Does Jeremy Think?   (560pp) £25 
Jeremy Heywood, lynchpin of the political establishment, serving four Prime Ministers 
JONATHAN BATE    Bright Star, Green Light   (416pp) £25 
Lives of Keats & Scott Fitzgerald observed in parallel: romantic, brilliant, brief 
JULIA PARRY    The Shadowy Third: Love, Letters & Elizabeth Bowen   (386pp) £16.99 
Quest to understand the extra-marital affair between her grandfather & the novelist  
SIMON KUPER    The Happy Traitor   (288pp) £14.99 
Life & duplicity of George Blake, the least known but most damaging British double agent  
ANNE HALL    Angela Thirkell: A Writer’s Life   (160pp) £25 
Granddaughter of Burne-Jones, the society beauty who became a popular novelist  
DAVID HOCKNEY  Spring Cannot be Cancelled   (280pp) March £25 
Conversations & correspondence between the artist & Martin Gayford during Lockdown  
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PAULA BYRNE    The Adventures of Miss Barbara Pym   (704pp) April £25 
A life marked by rejection (yet ultimately triumphant) & how it influenced her writing 
ROSS KING    The Bookseller of Florence   (496pp) April £25 
Vespasiano da Bisticci the talented  bookseller & historian of Renaissance Florence 
ANDREW SANGSTER    Alan Brooke   (480pp) April £25 
Skilful tactician & Chief of the Imperial General Staff who helped Churchill win the war 
W SYDNEY ROBINSON    Historic Affairs   (336pp) April £25 
The life & loves of the historian & broadcaster Sir Arthur Bryant: an unlikely Casanova 
JOHN SUTHERLAND    Monica Jones, Philip Larkin and Me   (288pp) April £20 
Out of the shadows at last, the woman who gave up her life for Larkin. Was it worthwhile?  
JOSH IRELAND    Churchill and Son   (400pp) April £20 
Randolph inherited some of his father’s talents but all of his flaws. Is this a fair appraisal?  
BLAKE BAILEY    Philip Roth   (912pp) April £30 
Candid portrait of the American literary titan who dominated the post-war literary scene 
MARK HUSSEY    Clive Bell and the Making of Modernism   (592pp) April £30 
Life of the internationally renowned art critic & husband of Vanessa Bell 

HISTORY & POLITICS  

 
JULIET NICOLSON    Frostquake  (368pp) £18.99 
Hardship of early 1962: weather, political tensions but also the freedom which followed 
CAT JARMAN    River Kings   (328pp) £25 
Discovery of a carnelian bead in Derbyshire leads to a re-evaluation of the Vikings’ reach 
ROBERT COOPER    The Ambassadors   (576pp) £25 
Subtle analysis of the nature & power of diplomacy from Talleyrand to Kissinger to today 
SATHNAM SANGHERA    Empireland   (320pp) £18.99 
Scratch the surface of modern Britain & find its imperial past, its strength & weakness 
MATTHEW KNEALE    The Rome Plague Diaries   (304pp) £14.99 
Charts lockdown life in the Eternal City, by the award-winning novelist son of Judith Kerr 
NINA-SOPHIA MIRALLES    Glossy: The Inside Story of Vogue   (352pp) £20 
From New York gossip rag to global behemoth: its history & the people who steered it 
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WALTER ISAACSON    The Code Breaker   (560pp) £30 
Jennifer Doudna, the discovery of how to edit DNA  & what it might herald for mankind   
PHILIP HOARE    Albert and the Whale   (304pp) £16.99 
Albrecht Durer & the revolutionary change in the way we viewed nature in art 
OWEN WALKER    Built on a Lie   (256pp) £20 
Neil Woodford: fund manager’s fall from grace bringing middle England down with him 
JEREMY MUSSON   Romantics and Classics   (304pp) £45 
Evolution of the English country house style: to combine traditional with contemporary  
MARY HOLLINGSWORTH    Princes of the Renaissance   (512pp) £35 
Life & times of the princely rulers of Italy – their families, rivals & artists they patronised  
R J B BOSWORTH    Mussolini and the Eclipse of Italian Fascism   (352pp) £25 
How the ‘good’ dictator’s leadership style changed in reaction to Hitler pursuing populism 
JOHN MARTIN ROBINSON    Wilton House  (264pp) £52 
History, art & architecture of a Palladian treasure trove, home to the Earls of Pembroke 
ALAN JONES   The Buildings of Green Park    (168pp)  £25 
History & architecture of the many mansions of Mayfair & St James’ in a portable format  
CHARLES SAUMAREZ SMITH    The Art Museum in Modern Times   (272pp) £30 
Ways in which museums across the globe have changed & adapted over the past 100 years 
PAULINA BREN    The Barbizon   (336pp) March £20 
History of the iconic ‘women only’ New York hotel whose guests included Plath & Kelly 
JENNIFER HIGGIE    The Mirror and the Palette   (336pp) March £20 
Redressing the balance: women as artists & the invigorating power of the self-portrait  
TIM MARSHALL   The Power of Geography   (272pp) April £16.99 
Ten regions that are set to shape global politics from Australia & Iran to Spain & Space 
EDMUND DE WAAL    Letters to Camondo   (192pp) April £14.99 
De Waal explores the rooms & archives of the Musée Nissim de Camondo, Paris  
SIMON WELFARE    Fortune’s Many Houses   (352pp) April £25 
Decline & fall of the Victorian era’s golden couple, Marquess & Marchioness of Aberdeen 
JONATHAN DIMBLEBY    Barbarossa: How Hitler Lost the War   (512pp) April £25 
June 1941: German invasion of Russia. Utilises previously untranslated Russian sources  
MARK SYNNOTT    The Third Pole   (448pp) April £20 
Were Mallory & Irvine the first to reach Everest’s summit? A climber follows the clues 
MALCOLM GLADWELL    The Bomber Mafia   (288pp) April £20 
How technology & best intentions clash in times of war. Leading question: was it worth it?  
SERHII PLOKHY    Nuclear Folly   (464pp) April £25 
Cuban Missile Crisis & how nuclear disaster was averted due to one human feeling: fear 
PAUL STRATHERN    The Florentines: From Dante to Galileo   (384pp)  April £20 
The transformative role played by the city of Florence in the progress of the Renaissance  
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FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY  

 
CHRISTOPHER LLOYD    A Lifetime of Seasons   (368pp) £18.99 
A collection of his best, most informative & entertaining gardening articles 
ANNA JONES    One: Pot, Pan, Planet   (336pp) £26 
From limiting the pans to using up leftover veg:, eat deliciously, live green & sustainably  
ROBERT PENN    Slow Rise: A Bread-Making Adventure   (240pp) £17.99 
Pleasure (& history) of making bread from scratch: from planting to harvesting to milling 
SARAH RAVEN    A Year Full of Flowers   (384pp) £25 
Achieve a space full of life & colour that need not be complicated or too time-consuming  
MONTY DON    The Complete Gardener   (440pp) £27 
Revised & updated edition includes planting for wildlife & the impact of global warming 
LEV PARIKIAN    Why do Birds Suddenly Disappear?   (272pp) £9.99 pbk 
How do you spot two hundred different British bird species in a year without lying?  
ALAN TITCHMARSH   Grow Your Own Fruit and Veg   (312pp) £18.99 
Everything you need to know: knowledge for the novice to the old pro  
MARTIN STEVENS    Life in Colour   (320pp) £20 
How colour works in the natural world for animals: as disguise, seduction & protection 
ARTHUR PARKINSON    The Flower Yard   (208pp) March £22 
Container gardener & hen fancier who charmed Debo Devonshire & Emma Bridgewater  
STEPHEN MOSS    Skylarks with Rosie: A Somerset Spring   (208pp) March £12.99 
The writer & broadcaster (with his dog) celebrates resurgent nature during Lockdown   
RUKMINI IYER    The Green Barbecue   (240pp) April £17.99 
Rain or shine, fresh vegetarian & vegan recipes to cook outside or in with minimal effort 
HUGH JOHNSON    Sitting in the Shade   (256pp) April £17.99 
Musings drawn from his Trad’s Diary: on gardens, gardening & the natural world  
DAVE GOULSON    Gardening for Bumblebees   (288pp) April £16.99 
Create a haven for bumblebees however small or large your space might be 
THOMAS H MAWSON    The Art and Graft of Garden Making   (440pp) April £70 
Facsimile of the 1901 garden design classic which influenced Jekyll & Lutyens 
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FICTION  

 
MARY LAWSON    A Town Called Solace   (304pp) £14.99 
One town, three people brought together by fate & the mistakes of the past 
KAZUO ISHIGURO    Klara and The Sun   (320pp) £20 
Klara is an Artificial Friend, waiting to be chosen. This is their story 
FRANCIS SPUFFORD    Light Perpetual   (336pp) £16.99 
November 1944, a rocket lands killing five children. But what if it didn’t? Another story... 
MICHAEL MALLON    The Disciple   (432pp) £20 
Florence 1983: an American student falls under the spell of a distinguished art historian  
ROBERT SEETHALER    The Field   (240pp) £14.99 
The dead of Paulstadt tell stories, giving shape & meaning to the town that nurtured them 
YAA GYASI    Transcendent Kingdom   (256pp) £14.99 
A young émigré in the US struggles to come to terms with the disintegration of her family 
JANE SMILEY    The Strays of Paris   (272pp) £16.99 
A horse, a dog, two ducks & a crow are befriended by a little boy. Can their freedom last?  
PEACE ADZO MEDIE    His Only Wife   (288pp) March £14.99 
A young seamstress seeks to escape her provincial life for the glitz of Accra. Will it satisfy?  
EDWARD ST AUBYN    Double Blind   (239pp) March £18.99 
Is too much knowledge a dangerous thing? Three friends grapple with the question 
NAOMI ISHIGURO    Common Ground   (96pp) March £16.99 
Stan & Charlie are childhood friends. Will that friendship build a lifetime’s loyalty or fail? 
HARUKI MURAKAMI    First Person Singular   (256pp) April £16.99 
Eight short stories from the author of ‘The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle’ 
FLYNN BERRY    Northern Spy   (304pp) April £16.99 
Ireland post the Good Friday Agreement: two sisters must chose which side to support  
ALAA AL ASWANY    Republic of False Truths   (464pp) April £16.99 
Set against the fall of Mubarak, the old guard plan their devastating counter-attack 
CATHERINE CHIDGEY    Remote Sympathy   (528pp) April £16.99 
Frau Hahn’s husband is Buchenwald’s director. She is blissfully unaware of its significance 
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ESPIONAGE & CRIME FICTION  

 
DONNA LEON    Transient Desires   (288pp) £20 
Two Americans are injured in an accident. Why are they abandoned? Brunetti investigates  
LAURA SHEPHERD-ROBINSON    Daughters of Night   (592pp) £14.99 
London 1782 & Caro Corsham has more than the death of  a courtesan to worry about  
MARYLA SZYMICZKOWA    Mrs Mohr Goes Missing   (320pp) £9.99 pbk 
Turn of the century Cracow & Zofia discovers her real talents lie in solving murders.....   
GARY BELL    Post Mortem   (352pp) £16.99 
Thirteen men have died in prison. Who is their killer? Elliott Rook QC is on the case 
VICTORIA DOWD    Body on the Island   (278pp) £7.99 pbk 
Washed up on a remote Scottish island, Ursula finds that survival is not plain sailing 
RORY CLEMENTS    A Prince and a Spy   (480pp) £14.99 
1942: a spy is sent to investigate the suspicious death of Prince George, Duke of Kent 
JOEL DICKER    The Disappearance of Stephanie Mailer   (544pp) £20 
Four murders in a quiet seaside town are solved. Yet years later, is the killer still at large? 
ALAN JUDD   A Fine Madness   (256pp) £14.99 
Years after Kit Marlowe’s murder, a colleague finds himself  interrogated in the Tower.... 
SERGEI LEBEDEV    Untraceable   (256pp) £18.99 
An aging scientist defects. But the Russian secret service has his undetectable poison to use 
FELICIA YAP    Future Perfect   (432pp) £18.99 
A catwalk model is dead, but that’s the least of Police Commissioner Verger’s worries.... 
BERNARD O’KEEFFE    The Final Round   (316pp) March £12.99 pbk 
An Oxford graduate is found murdered. The clue lies in the final round of a charity quiz.... 
SIMON SCARROW    Blackout   (432pp) March £20 
Two murders bring Inspector Horst Schenke too close to the warring factions of the Reich  
ANDREA CAMILLERI    The Cook of the Halcyon   (272pp) April £16.99 
A mysterious schooner  with no passengers & few crew causes concern for Montalbano  
KOTARO ISAKA    Bullet Train   (432pp) April £12.99 
Five killers on a train to Tokyo.  Why? And which one will get off alive at the last station?  
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CHILDREN’S SPRING LIST 2021 

0 – 4 YEARS OLD 

 
CAMILLA REID    Where’s Mrs Car?   (12pp) £6.99 Board Book 
Find Mr Train, Mrs Plane, Mr Boat & Mrs Car under the bright felt flaps. Behind the last 
flap is a surprise: a mirror so the reader can discover themselves 
ROD CAMPBELL    Look After Us   (16pp) April £6.99 Board Book 
Discover about endangered animals with the creator of ‘Dear Zoo’.  Lift the flap & find 
orangutans & tigers, elephants & more  
ERIC CARLE   The Very Hungry Caterpillar’s Hide and Seek  (12pp) £7.99 Board Book 
An introduction to wild animals & their habitats with the curious caterpillar. With a 
gentle rhyming text, finger trails to follow & flaps to lift 
GEMMA MERINO    The Dragon Who Didn’t Like Fire   (32pp) April £12.99/£7.99 pbk 
“Once upon a time there was a little dragon who didn’t like fire”. So begins the tale of a 
little dragon who wants to make her father proud, but just isn’t like her brothers & sisters  
MICHAEL MORPURGO    A Song of Gladness   (36pp) April £12.99 
Blackbird sings his song across the world, bringing joy & enthusiasm to every living 
creature until even “silly, silly man” hears it. Illustrated by Emily Gravett 
BENJAMIN ZEPHANIAH    Nature Trail   (32pp) £12.99 
Celebrating the natural world, whether it be minibeasts under a log or a hedgehog or a 
frog at the bottom of the garden or in the local park 
RACHEL IGNOTOFSKY    What’s Inside a Flower?   (48pp) £12.99 
From seeds to soil to blooms, nurture your budding scientist with a simple introduction to 
how flowers grow. With simple text &  clear, colourful illustrations 
GRAHAM CARTER   The Story Thief   (40pp) £12.99 
Olive has a problem. She is a shy little girl who prefers reading to adventures. But when all 
the books in town are stolen, she must track the thief down – whoever he turns out to be 
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5-8 YEARS OLD 

 
MARIA ISABEL SANCHEZ VEGARA    Mary Anning   (32pp) £9.99 
From modest beginnings, Mary Anning followed her passion for fossils to become the 
‘mother of paleontology’. Latest volume in the Little People, Big Dreams series  
HARRIET MUNCASTER    Mirabelle Breaks the Rules   (128pp) £5.99 pbk 
Mirabelle is Isadora Moon’s magical cousin – half witch, half fairy. Join her as she starts 
witch school where, even with the best of intentions, everything seems to go a bit awry 
ROB BIDDULPH    Draw with Rob: Build a Story   (64pp) £6.99 pbk 
From unicorns to dragons, knights to monsters hone your drawing skills & create a story 
book step by step at home 
CATHERINE BARR    A Turtle’s Vision of the Ocean Blue   (64pp) April £14.99 
Discover the oceans of the world from the sunlit surface to the darkest depths. With a 
turtle as your guide, learn about the challenges they are facing & how you can help 
JOHN PATRICK GREEN    Investigators Take the Plunge   (208pp) £9.99 
Mango & Brash are the InvestiGators, sewer-loving alligators who enjoy nothing more 
than getting their teeth into a crime. Full colour graphic novel for emerging readers  
JULIA GOLDING    The Queen’s Wardrobe   (48pp) April £14.99 
Published to coincide with The Queen’s 95th birthday, an illustrated life seen through her 
clothes: from sturdy wellies to the Crown Jewels  
OMARI MCQUEEN    Best Bites Cookbook   (112pp) £12.99 
Full of delicious vegan recipes from pizza to peri-peri wedges, join Omari as he 
encourages us towards sustainable, healthy eating  
BURHANA ISLAM    Mayhem Mission   (256pp) April £6.99 pbk 
Yusuf’s sister is getting married & leaving home. He has no intention of taking her place 
as the responsible one. Something will have to be done! Light-hearted romp 
HANNAH GOLD    The Last Bear   (304pp) £12.99 
April & her father are living in a remote Arctic outpost, where polar bears no longer exist. 
Or do they? When April discovers one, starving & lonely, it is up to her to save him 
MAZ EVANS    Vi Spy: Licence to Chill   (336pp) £6.99 pbk 
Your mum may be ex-secret service & your dad a retired bad guy but when they just focus 
on each other, Vi finds that it’s up to her to save the world from evil forces  
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9-11 YEARS OLD  

 
M G LEONARD & SAM SEDGMAN    Murder on the Safari Star   (288pp) £6.99 pbk 
Hal & his friend are on the Safari Star, travelling from Pretoria  to Victoria Falls. But there 
is more to excite them than just the wild animals outside. There’s murder aboard! 
LESLEY PARR    The Valley of Lost Secrets   (304pp) £6.99 pbk 
When twelve-year-old Jimmy & his brother are evacuated to a small mining village in 
Wales, he doesn’t expect a discovery that makes the valley seem more scary than the war 
ANNELISE GRAY    Circus Maximus: Race to the Death   (368pp) £12.99 
Dido dreams of becoming the first female charioteer  to race at the Circus Maximus, a 
vain hope, after all she is a girl. Then her father is murdered & life gets more dangerous 
B B ALSTON    Amari and the Night Brothers   (384pp) £12.99 
Amari’s brother is a golden boy, with a promising future. So when he goes missing, why 
will no one talk about it?  Then the Bureau for Supernatural Affairs gets in touch with her 
TAMZIN MERCHANT    The Hatmakers   (384pp) £12.99 
Cordelia is part of a long line of ‘Makers’ who weave special magic into the garments they 
create. But when her father is lost at sea, she will need some magic herself to find him 
ROSS WELFORD    When We got Lost in Dreamland   (416pp) £12.99 
Malky & Seb have great fun with their “Dreaminator” which allows them to make their 
dream worlds real. But what happens when Seb gets stranded in the Stone Age?  
SAADIA FARUQI    A Thousand Questions   (320pp) £12.99 
Mimi is spending her summer holidays in Karachi, far from her home in the US. There 
she makes friends with her grandmother’s kitchen maid. Are their dreams so different?  
JOHN MULLAN    The World of Jane Austen   (1000 piece puzzle) £14.99 
Inspired by the novels of Jane Austen, piece together her world from the wilds of 
Derbyshire to the golden buildings of Bath. Includes a poster full of Jane-ite facts  
LIZ KESSLER   When the World was Ours   (320pp) £12.99 
1930’s Vienna: three children spend an idyllic day together, unaware that their lives will 
change once the Nazis march in. Split by race, religion & fate, will the friends be reunited? 
PENNY CHRIMES    The Dragon and her Boy   (384pp) £7.99 pbk 
Stick isn’t looking for adventure & certainly not for a dragon. But there she is, the last of 
her kind, living beneath the streets of London & it is up to him to make sure she’s safe 
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12+ YEARS  

 
ANGIE THOMAS    Concrete Rose  (336pp) £7.99 pbk 
Prequel to ‘The Hate U Give’, follows the life choices of Starr’s father, Maverick, who must 
decide how to juggle the pressures of being on the wrong side of the law with fatherhood  
ANDY ROBB    Smashed   (322pp) £7.99 pbk 
Jamie’s father has left, leaving him to deal with his damaged mother & bewildered sister. 
Troubles crowd in, not least from his new dependance on drink. Is there help out there? 
JUNO DAWSON    What’s the T?   (304pp) £8.99 pbk 
Tackling the complex realities of growing up trans or non-binary in today’s world with 
humour & honesty. Calls on her friends to make their contributions to the debate  
STUART LAWRENCE    Silence is Not an Option   (160pp) April £14.99 
The brother of Stephen Lawrence with a call to arms: to encourage us to harness the good 
in ourselves & society & so foster change in a world that can seem big & scary  
AKALA    The Dark Lady   (320pp) April £12.99 
Life is tough for a pickpocket in Elizabethan London. Will teaching himself to read bring a 
better life for Henry? Or will his dark skin always be a drawback? 
JONATHAN STROUD    The Outlaws Scarlett and Browne   (400pp) April £7.99 pbk 
Set in the future where a series of catastrophes have left England clinging to existence, 
living in fortified towns where conformity is rigidly enforced. Two outlaws fight back 
SUE DIVIN    Guard your Heart   (416pp) April £7.99 pbk 
Ireland 2016, two eighteen-year-olds from different sides of the track, find that opposing 
views on religion, politics & just about everything else doesn’t mean you can’t fall in love 
AMY MCCAW    Mina and the Undead   (298pp) April £7.99 pbk 
A visit to New Orleans for 17-year-old Mina is a dream come true. She adores its vampire 
tours & creepy sites. But then she discovers a body with puncture marks on its neck...... 
KEREN DAVID    What We’re Scared Of   (320pp) £7.99 pbk 
Evie & Lottie’s mother has just got a dream job but is now being targeted by antisemitic 
trolls on social media. What can the twins do when the threats get uglier? Taut thriller 
CORY ANDERSON   What Beauty There Is      (368pp) April £12.99 
Jack’s father’s in prison, his brother is threatened with foster care. Can he find his father’s 
illicit stash of drug money before his girlfriend’s father does? And will she help him? 
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We are a short and pleasant walk from Barnes Bridge or Barnes railway stations. 

 

To order any of the books in the catalogue 
or for other suggestions contact us at: 
Barnes Bookshop 
98 Church Road 
London 
SW13 0DQ 
 
Tel: 020 8741 0786 
Email: books@barnesbookshop.com 
Or order online through bookshop.org 
 


